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Abstract
Procedures are descrtbed which combine commerciallv
available prcgrums with newly-developed algorithms to de-
rive databases for urban hydrological modeling. While meLrive databases for urban hydrological
odolos,ies have been preuiouslv develt
defive hydrologic parameterc for modeling natural wa-
tersheds, Iess rcsearch has been devoted to urban area data
definition. Common digitizingl rasterizing programs are used
to develop raw data sets which are then input to algorithms
to derive input parameters for a comprehensive geographic
information system (cts) based distributed parameter hydro-
logic model. An emphasis is placed on developing and
processing an urban digital elevation model (DEM). In tests
on an urban watershed, the automatically derived databases
were input to a distributed parameter hydrologic model to
predict the watershed rcsponse to three rainfall events. Ex-
cellent agreement was found between meqsured outlet hy-
drographs and those derived using manually developed data
and data derived using the automated procedures. Auto-
mated procedures potentially offer a savings in time spent
on data deilvation and facilitate a more effective application
of hydrologic models in urban arcas.

Introduction
Engineers are routinely involved in urban hydrologic studies.
Quite often, the focus of such studies is to determine the in-
creased storm water runoff caused by human activities such
as urban and suburban development. When the engineer is
concerned only with information at the outlet of th-e wa-
tershed, then simplified hydrologic models can be used to
provide the required data. One group of such models are
termed lumped parameter models, because they use input
data derived by spatially averaging hydrologic parameters
over the area of interest. However, in urban areas, the engi-
neer is quite often interested in phenomena occurring in the
watershed interior. For example, the street network is of in-
terest because frequently it carries a large volume of storm
runoff. This concept is of vital importance when designing
Iocal flood control systems. One approach to defining inte-
rior processes, such as street flow, is to use disfrjbuted pa-
rameter hydrologic models.In contrast to lumped parameter
models, these models attempt to partition the watershed into
unit elements of homogeneous hydrologic parameters. Thus,
a typical application of such a model involves dividing the
catchment into many elements and computing their individ-
ual hydrologic response. Depending on the model, several
parameters must be defined for each cell, resulting in a large
quantity of required input data.

While meth-
odologies have been preuiously developed to automatically
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Yet, it is this very characteristic of distributed parameter
hydrologic models that often renders them inefficient for
everyday operational hydrology. As Sircar (1986) points out:

Regardless of the potential of spatially distributed models in
present engineering, the practical use of these approaches has
been limited. Indeed, even the research directed toward the de-
velopment of practical spatially distributed modeling has not
attracted the attention that it currently desewes. The primary
reason for this limited interest has been concern over the enor-
mous time and cost to acquire the necessary input descriptions
of the terrain surface and other variables.

In addition to large data requirements, the application of
these models to urban areas is further complicated by the
complexities of developed areas. Land cover is very hetero-
geneous, and surface flow does not always follow paths of
steepest terrain descent. Subtle differences in surface relief
can be responsible for significant changes in drainage pat-
terns. Moreover, storm sewer systems may link sub-wa-
tersheds that may not normally be related by surface
topography. Previously, these complexities could only be
converted to meaningful input data for hydrologic models
using tedious manual methods.

Consequently, the problem facing urban hydrology is not
the sophistication of the hydrologic models, but rather the
often daunting process of deriving the necessary input data
in a timely and effective manner. In order for distributed pa-
rameter hydrologic models to be applied practically in an
operational manner, automated or semi-automated data col-
Iection and processing techniques must be developed.

In response to these considerations, the purpose of the
present study is to develop and evaluate a basic strategy for de-
riving land-use and topographic data for GlS-based urban hy-
drologic modeling. In this strategy, commercial digitizing/
rasterizing and digital terrain modeling (nrv) software are
combined with algorithms developed by the authors to derive
data sets for a distributed parameter hydrologic model. An em-
phasis is placed upon deriving and processing an urban digital
elevation model. As manual digitizing is likely to remain the
prevalent data entry technique in the early 1990s (Carstensen
and Cambell, 1991), the proposed shategy hinges on the use of
a commercial digitizing package for initial data definition.

Background

Existing Hydrologic Models Unked to GlS and CAI)
Huber ef o1. (1991) developed a linkage between a well
known urban hydrologic model and both the ARCINFO cts
and the AutocAD drafting package. Similarly, the city of Long
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Beach, California has recently installed a GlS-based stormwa-
ter drainage planning system using in-house developed hy-
drologic models (Urenda, 1992). Delaplace and Price (1991)
discuss current trends in linking existing urban hydrologic
models to computer-aided drafting (cAD) systems and Gts in
the United Kingdom.

Terrain lnformatlon
Almost all hydrologic models require an estimate of the sur-
face slope. Digital terrain modeling can provide the engineer
with tools to derive terrain parameters. Collins (1981) devel-
oped a series of algorithms to analyze a dense DEM to locate
hydrologically important features such as street intersections,
sireet-stream crossings, and other combinations of linear fea-
tures. Thorpe (1988) developed a strategy for computing con-
tours in urban areas considering the presence of break lines.
Djokic (1991) and also Djokic and Maidment (1991) outlined
an approach for storm sewer system evaluation using a sys- _
tem bised on Triangular Irregular Network (rnv)' Huber ef o/.
(1991) were able to automatically compute certain terrain pa-
rameters using ARC/hIFO and a TIN structure.

[and-Cover Informatlon
For urban hydrological modeling, impervious and pervious
areas must be identified because each has an entirely differ-
ent response to rainfall. Meier and Lakatos (1987) developed
an innovative digitizing procedure for deriving data cover-
ages for urban stormwater modeling. Satellite imagery- can be
used to update street network files when used in combina-
tion withiomputer aided design and drafting (cano) pack-
ages (Baur, 1991). Terstriep and Lee (1989) discuss an
ongoing effort using automated scanner technology and low
altitude infrared photographs to determine house size and
density, and impewious €uea location for urban hydrologic
analysis.

Rationale and Ghoice of Data Structure
An important consideration in coupling hydrological models
with cls is the choice of data structure. Currently, there are
three basic oru-hydrologic model combinations, Some exam-
ples of each are provided in the following list:

o Triangulated Irregular Network (rw) (Goodrich ef dI., 1991)
. Stream Path/Contour (Moore and Grayson, 1991)
o Grid/Raster (Johnson, 1989)

Moore ef o/. (1991) and Goodrich er o1. (1991) provide fur-
ther discussion on the advantages and applications of each
twe of structure to natural areas. However, it is not readily
il6ar which type would be most appropriate for urban appli-
cations. Djokic (1991) stated:

It could be argued that, with enough resolution, any terrain
modeling approach can be used to represent urban terrain, but
problems arise when irnplementing any of the digital terrain
models (raster/grid, rut, or contours) used for rural watersheds
because the level of detail required for automated urban terrain
analysis is enormous and makes a fully automated approach
very difficult.

Grid oerrls correspond to the storage structure of computers,
leading to simpler handling as a two-dimensional array of el-
evations, Consequently, grid-based terrain modeling algo-
rithms tend to be relatively straightforward (Weibel and
Heller, 1991; Goodrich ef o1,, 1991). Recognizing the relative
simplicity of developing and analyzing a grid DEtvt and grid-
de&data structures, it was decided to use a square cell struc-
ture for the data layers. Concurrent development of a grid-
based hydrologic model also necessitated the choice of a grid
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Figure 2. Computational element dimen-
sions and hydrologic processes.

data structure. Thus, urban terrain, flow directions, and land
cover will be represented as a matrix of grid cells.

Hydrologic Model (heruiew
In order to evaluate the proposed procedures, a distributed
parameter hydrologic model was linked to the derived data
layers to perform urban runoff analysis. Details of the distrib-
uted parameter hydrologic model can be found in Smith
(1992, 1993). In general, the model operates on an urban wa-
tershed that has been partitioned into unit elements as
shown in Figure 1. The model computes three major types of
flow in an urban area: overland flow, street flow, and storm
sewer flow. Given the significant storm water carrying capac-
ity of streets, an emphasis is placed on delineating the street
network, In the rasterized data set, street cells are tagged
with an attribute value of one, while all other cells are as-
signed a zero value, Outflow from street cells is computed
using triangular gutter flow equations. FIow from the street
centerline to the gutter is not computed. Sheet flow is as-
sumed for overland flow cells. Cells containing inlets to the
storm sewer system are allowed to lose or gain storm water
depending on whether the sewer system is flowing full.
Storm sewer overflows are allowed to travel down hill in re-
sponse to local topography. As seen in Figure 1, any type of
terrain analysis for urban drainage is complicated by the
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Overland Flow

Street
Flow

Figure 1. Simplified surface and storm sewer system used
by the hydrologic model.
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Figure 3. Layout of the Gray Haven watershed near Baltimore, Maryland.
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storm sewer network, which conducts runoff to other parts of
the basin.

The processes of rainfall addition, infiltration, inflow
from neighboring cells, and cell outflow are computed for
each computational element as shown in Figure 2. In a typi-
cal application of the distributed parameter model, a rainfall
event is divided into time steps, and the hydrologic response
of each element within the entire watershed is computed be-
fore advancing to the next time step. At the beginning of
each time step, a unique flow depth.h, exists in each cell,
while h, represents the flow depth at the end of each time
step considering the various inflows and outflow. The pa-
rameter d represents a surface dependent storage depth. Dif-
ferent values of d are assigned to cells with impervious land
cover and cells with infiltrating land cover. Cell outflow may
occur in one of eight possible directions away from the cell.

In the current stage of development, the hydrologic
model does not consider the impact of buildings on the flow
regime. Rather, rain falling cells coded as buildings or roofs
are simply transferred to adjacent cells according to the gen-
eral topography of the immediate area. Outflow from cells
coded as roofs is computed as overland flow.

Thus, the model requires raster representations of imper-
vious and pervious land cover, streets, and topography. Infil-
tration is soil dependent, so a rasterized soils data layer is
required as well when the soil type varies. While this type of
modeling is very data intensive, it allows the analyst to mon-
itor distinct hydrologic processes occurring in the watershed
interior.

Approach

IntroducUon
Testing of the developed strategies was performed by using
data from the Gray Haven urban drainage basin (9.a ha) lo-
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cated near Baltimore, Maryland and shown in Figures 3.
Gray Haven was monitored as part of a research effort by the
American Society of Civil Engineers Water Resources Re-
search Program (Tucker, 1969). Detailed rainfall-runoff data
are available and have been used to evaluate other urban hy-
drologic models (Wenzel and Voorhees, 1980; Marsalek ef
a1.,7975). As shown in Figure 3, the watershed has a simple
layout and contains a single storm sewer line in the center of
the basin which outlets to a Parshall flume. Details of the
storm sewer pipes required by the hydrological model are
shown on the right side of Figure 3. Nodes 1 through 10 rep-
resent manholes in the storm sewer network where pipes of
two different sizes or slopes are joined. In addition, the
nodes represent points where surface flow enters the sewer
network through a series of street gutter inlets. Storm sewer
plans, street profiles, and aerial photos were available from
the Baltimore County Department of Public Works. In addi-
tion, two on-site visits were made to note flow directions
and other hydrologic characteristics.

Street Nehrorks
A rasterized street network is required by the hydrologic
model in order to compute the proper cell outflow shown in
Figure 2. In the course of hydrologic model execution, the
model recalls each cell in the watershed by referencing its
coordinates. If the current cell is a street element, outflow is
computed using flow equations for triangular Sutters, Other-
wise, the model computes outflow as simple overland flow.

Due to the small size of the study area, a 1:600-scale
base map was easily prepared which showed the locations of
the street and alley network and housing units. Given the
basically orthogonal nature of the street system, the coordi-
nate system was rotated to allow the majority of the streets to
be aligned with the x and y axis of the digitizing tablet. This
step is not crucial to the analysis but resulted in a more eye
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Figure 4. Vector to raster conversion of curved street cen-
ter line. (a) Digitized street centerline overlaid with grid. (b)
Rasterized centerline. (c) Manually thinned centerline'
Dashed lines indicated cell orientation assumed by the hy-
drologic model. Arrows indicate direction of surface flow
along street.

pleasing grid cell representation and also facilitated easier
checking and registration with other data bases. A commer-
cially available digitizing program (ROOTS, 1991) was used
to digitize the centerline of all streets as line segments. AII
digitized street centerlines were tagged with an attribute
value of one, while all non-street areas were assigned a value
of. zero. In a separate data layer, the outlines of all housing
units were digitized as polygons.

An on-screen grid preview option within the digitizing
program facilitated the choice of effective grid cell size.
Using the RooTS software, the street centerlines and the
housing unit layer were displayed together on the same
screen. Given the significant role of streets as storm water
conveyances, a grid size was chosen which would provide a
detailed street network description. A cell size of 35 feet
(10.67 metres) effectively fit the width of the 36-foot wide
streets and allowed for a one-cell width linear street map to
be produced. In addition, this cell size also seemed to pro-
vide for a best fit considering the overall coverage of the
housing units, unpaved areas, and the alignment of the street
system. For example, the average street width in the Gray
Haven development is 36 ft, the average housing unit width
is 31 ft, and the distance between the housing units and the
street is 37 ft.

Using the on-screen grid preview option of noors, the
entire 35 ft grid network was shifted in relation to the street
network to provide the best street delineation while simulta-
neously covering the housing units and impervious areas
with a minimum of rasterizing error. Within the RooTS soft-
ware, the polygon rasterizing algorithm assigns attribute val-
ues using a center point approach. In other words, the land-
cover attribute of the polygon existing at the center of each
grid cell is assigned to the cell in the rasterized data layer.
Panning through the digitized street network overlaid with
both the preview grid and housing units layer facilitated the
best placement of the grid, considering the center point ras-
terizing process of the housing units and pervious areas (pol-
ygons) and the line segment rasterizing function of the street
network. With the user-defined study boundary and the ras-
terizing function of noors, the road network was rasterized
into a matrix of 45 rows and 48 columns. This matrix size
was subsequently chosen as the standard grid data layer for-
maL

Vector to raster conversion of linear features typically
produces maps in which the gridded feature is more than
one element wide. This occurred in the Gray Haven study
when the curved portion of one road centerline was taster-
ized and is similar to the situation in Figure 4, which illus-
trates the process of line segment rasterization and thinning.
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In the RooTS software, the line segment rasterizing algorithm
takes each grid cell in contact with the street centerline in
Figure 4a and labels it a street cell as shown in Figure 4b.
Given the small size of the rasterized data layer, it was a
simple matter to import the matrix in ASCII form into a word
processor and manually thin the line. Manual thinning was
accomplished after visually examining the digitized street
centerline overlaid by the housing units layer and the 35 ft
grid. Automated thinning procedures similar to those devel-
oped by Greenlee (1983) and Peuquet (1981a, 1981b) to pro-
duce a line skeleton (a single connected line) should be
incorporated if more complex street networks exist in the
study area.

Thinning the line segment of Figure 4b to form the line
skeleton of Figure 4c does not have serious hydrologic impli-
cations due to simplifying assumptions within the hydro-
Iogic model. When computing overland or street flow, the
hydrologic model always uses the cell width shown in Fig-
ure 2, even when the outflow is in one of the four diagonal
directions. By using the cell width, the hydrologic model es-
sentially aligns the grid cell with the direction of cell out-
flow and assumes the cell orientation shown by the dashed
cell outlines and flow direction arrows in Figure 4c. Conse-
quently, the hydrologic nature of flow in the street is pre-
served by using a line skeleton. Outflow from cells removed
in the thinning process is then computed using overland
flow equations. Experience with the hydrologic model has
shown that differences in the runoff response resulting from
one or two cells being classified as overland versus street
cells would be insignificant.

Surlace Permeabillty
A pervious/impervious area data layer was derived in a man-
ner similar to the rasterized street network. Using 1:600-scale
land-cover maps and aerial photography, apartment block
outlines and parking areas were delineated on the 1:600-
scale street map previously described and treated as imper-
vious areas. All other surface cover was classified as per-
vious. Subsequent digitization and rasterization produced a
45 row by 48 column matrix of ones and zeros reflecting im-
pervious and pervious areas, respectively.

Storm Sewer System
As input, the hydrologic model developed by Smith (1992,
1993) requires the cell coordinates of the major junctions of
the storm sewer system as well as the various characteristics
of the major conduits presented in Figure 3. Given the sim-
plicity and small size of the Gray Haven system, it was a
simple exercise to manually specify the coordinate pairs and
create the required input file.

DigitalTerrain Model
The most difficult and time consuming segment of the pres-
ent study was the derivation and processing of a grid orv of
the Gray Haven watershed. Two-foot contour information re-
flecting the post construction terrain conditions was avail-
able for only half the watershed. For the remaining portion,
only pre-construction contours were available. The original
street profiles were obtained from the Baltimore County De-
partment of Public Works. Using these data, point elevations
were scaled off every 25 feet on all road centerlines. Alleys
were assumed to have the same slopes as the adjacent
streets, The same elevations derived for the road and alley
centerlines were assigned to points at the road and alley
edges perpendicular to the centerline. Ground elevations for
points other than streets and alleys were estimated from pho-
tographs and the on-site examinations of the watershed. In
general, the watershed gently slopes to roads and alley seg-
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ments. Sharp slope breaks do occur on a few portions of the
terrain as one moves fTom a housing unit to the street.

All elevation points were subsequently digitized and an
x, y, z ASCII coordinate file was created consisting of 7474
points. Using these data, a cornmercially available program
(QuickSurf, 1991) was utilized to derive the initial 35-foot
grid ouv shown in Plate 1. As it is useful with sharp break-
ing surfaces such as man-made objects, the zero derivative
option for the standard grid method within QuickSurf was
used. As output from the program, each corner of each quad-
rilateral in Plate 1 is assigned an elevation. Software written
by the authors was used to derive an average elevation for
the center of each cell. and resulted in a somewhat smoother
surface. Overlaying the grid cell center elevations with the
original digitized ground elevations and road centerlines in
the RooTs program revealed that at two alley locations pits
were inadvertently created. Most likely, this was the result of
sparse point elevation data in the vicinity. Manual correction
of the ground elevation at these two locations ensured that
all streets and alleys sloped toward the sewer system as
shown in Figure 3.

Plate 1 also shows that the total area of the watershed is
comprised of four distinct sub-watersheds. Most urban hy-
drologic models require that only major inlets to the storm
sewer system be specified for each sub-watershed. As a re-
sult, the storm sewer network in Figure 3 was simplified by
combining nodes 3 and 4, resulting in a total number of nine
storm sewer nodes as shown in Plate 1. The graph of relative
ground surface elevation along the storm sewer line indicates
that nodes 2 and 3 are located at sub-watershed low points,
Storm runoff not entering the sewer system at uodes 2 and 3
would remain in the vicinity of the nodes. Runoff not enter-
ing nodes 4 through 8 in Plate 1 would tend to flow down
the center street to node 9 as shown by the graph of relative
ground surface elevation. Consequently, nodes 4 through 9
were retained as they would affect the flow in the center
street. Runoff not captured by the storm sewer inlet at node
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1 would continue down the street in an easterly direction
and out of the sub-watershed.

Flow Direction Determination
For the hydrologic model, an estimate is required of the sur-
face slope of each cell. As with other grid-based oev
processing algorithms, a steepest-descent analysis of the
eight surrounding neighbor cells was used to determine a
flow direction for each cell. The direction coding procedure
developed by Greenlee (1987) is used to numerically de-
scribe the eight flow directions. However, a modified stee-
pest-descent algorithm was developed which constrains the
direction search in the vicinity of street cells. One of the
problems in urban areas is that surface flow does not always
follow the line of steepest terrain decent as predicted by al-
gorithms for natural watershed analysis. Small elevation dif-
ferences created by street gutters can significantly alter the
direction of surface flow and conduct runoff to other parts of
the watershed.

To handle such situations, the algorithm developed by
the authors performs a constrained steepest-descent search.
As input, the direction algorithm requires both the rasterized
street network and the grid oru shown in Plate 1. During
analysis, if the current cell is a street cell, then the algorithm
will only consider neighboring street cells as candidates for
the next downstream cell. Thus, a constrained direction data
set with 45 rows and 48 columns was derived. Surface
slopes corresponding to the cell flow directions were written
to a file for input into the hydrologic model.

Cell Inllow Countlng
An intermediate data layer required for further DEM process-
ing consists of a neighbor inflow count for each cell. This al-
gorithm is described in Smith and Brilly (1992). Briefly
stated, a three- by three-cell window is applied to the direc-
tion data set. For the current cell in the middle of the win-
dow, a count is made of all cells flowing into the cument
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the watershed start cells were manually determined and in-
put into the watershed growing algoritirm.

While Huber et al. (L992), Urenda (1992), and Djokic
and Maidment (1991) relied on digitized drainage area
boundaries within a crs, the propJsed method a'ilows the
boundaries to be computed automaticallv.
. .Tucker (1969) manually partitionedihe Gray Haven wa-
tershed into 17 sub-basins, eich leadine to a cuib inlet to the
storm sewer.system. In Tucker's very dEtailed watershed seg-
mentatiou, the road crown Was also used as a sub-watershel
boundary. Assuming the idealized surface in Figure 1, this
oegree ot segmentation was not possible, nor is it required
for most urban drainage models iuch as the Storm Water
Management Model (Huber and Dickinson, lgBB). Such ur-
han drainage models reduce the storm sewer system to a se-
ries of lateral conduits and vertical manholes. 

-Combining 
the

component sub-watershcds determined by Tucker (rg6glto
derive areas similar to those in plate r leids to the'compari-
sons in Table 1. It can be seen that the automated sub-basin
growing procedure produces sub-watershed areas that corre_
spond to published data. Tucker's value of O.gg acres for the
first sub-watershed only included half a street width, while
the automatically computed area is greater due to the inclu-
sion of the entire street width. The automated algorithm un-
derpredicted the second drainage area while oveipredicting
the third. This was due to the algorithm wrongly assigninf
the roof areas to the third sub-witershed rathei ihan io th6
second. This type of error points to the need to develop more
refined p_rocedures to deal with buildings and other obitruc-
tions to flow.

0rderlng of Gomputatonal Elements
A crucial.il.put description in distributed parameter hydro-
Iogic modeling is the Cequence in which the outflow oi each
representative element is computed. Before any one cell can
be examined, the outflow_ from all upstream cells eventually
leading-to the current cell must be cbmputed, requiringa "
comprehensive cell-to-cell connectivity i"querr"r. GanIov-
Berasconi and Palacios-Velez (1990) d-evel6ped an approich
to order TIN facets within a hydrologic cascade. Smiih and
Brilly (1992) present a method for giid DEMs. However, their
grid-based algorithm is restrictive in that it can only operate
on depressionless DEMs, or those watersheds whose depres-
sions have been filled to provide each cell with a flow path
to the main watershed outlet. This algorithm would not work
using the lray Haven DEM developedhere containing four
distinct sub-watersheds. Therefore, as with the wateished de-
lineation-algorithm, a significant modification to the grid-
based ordering algorithm was performed in order to c"onsider
sub-watersheds linked by subsurface drainage elements.

A.preliminary step i.c required in whiclithe nodes rep-
resenting the sub-watershed low points (which should be
storm€ewer sy-stem inlets) are manually ordered, starting
with the most_hydrologically distant and ending with th;
node nearest the main watershed outlet. For Gray Haven, this
corresponds to the order of.7, 2,3, and g for the-nodes in
Plate 1. It should be noted that it is not necessary to specify
the remaining ngdes in Plate 1 because the local'topojraphy
permits an overland flow path to either another node or it e
main sub-basin outlet node g.

In the modified ordering algorithm, the first step consists
of sorting the global lists of start and junction cells idevel-
oped in the inflow counting procedure) according to sub-wa-
tershed node. Initial sorting ii performed by tracing overland
flow directions from each itart-cell until a user-deflned sub-
watershed node is encountered. Each start cell is assigned to
the first node located during a tracing. Thus, start 

".lL "r"grouped by sub-watershed node. For-Gray Haven, four group-

^ Automatically Published Drainage
Computed Drainage Area from Tuckei

Area (Acres) (1969) {Acres)
I

2
3
I

7 . 7 2
2.22
2.9s

16.70

0.99
2.97
2.76

16.57

22.99 23.29

cell. fn this way, en inflow neighbor data layer is constructed
in which each cell has an integir value denoting the number
of inflowing adjacent elements. This procedure ilso locates
start cells, or elements that have no inflowing neighbors.
These cells are significalt in that they form tie bjginning of
overland flow paths. Cells having an inflow neighbir valie
of two or more €ue labeled as junction cells. Oulput from this
step consists of a global set of coordinate pairs of start cells
and junction cells.

lVatcrched Dellneadon
In a much referenced work, |enson and Domingue (1988) dis-
cuss methodologies for watershed delineation a--nd pour point
identification. One watershed links to another at a pour-
point, or the lowest elevation on the courmon boundarv be-
tween two watersheds. For example, surface flow ponding at
node 2 in Plate 1 would eventuallv reach the elevition eo-rralelevation equalnode 2 in Plate 1 would eventuallv
to the pour point elevation between nodes 2 and 3 and flow
into the third basin. Currently, natural area DEM processinA
lechniques fill -these depressi,ons when deriving down slop"e
flow paths so that each cell has a link to the witershed out-
Iet,

As- seen in Plate 1, the DEI,I for Gray Haven actually con-
sists of four distinct basins when a syst-em similar to that
shown il Figure 1 is assumed. Pour points linking the basins
are in a line centered above the storm sewer line. 

-However,

in urban hydrologic modeling, it is reasonable that the more
significant linkage between sub-watersheds is through the
storm sewer system, which is much more efficient as a hv-
draulic conveyance than overland flow paths. Filling opeia-
tions would result in sub-watershed r bbing neglectEd,'as its
linkage to the other basins is through a se"ier c6nduit, not a
pour point. On the other hand, without filling procedures, a
wate-rshed growing procedure applied to node- 0 in plate t-
would result in a reduced total watershed, effectively ignor-
ing almost a third of the actual drainage area.

In light of these complexities, a watershed delineation
procedure similar to that o-utlined by fenson and Dominque
(1988) and Smith and Brilly (1992) was developed whicli
considers multiple starting locations. Beginnin! at a defined
node, the algorithm recursively examinei the d-irection and
inflow neighbor data sets and locates all cells that have an
o-verland flow path to the node. Subsequent searches are
then initiated at other user-defined nodes. For example, the
modified algorithm was applied to the Gray Haven area start-
ing at rrode 9 in Plate 1. Subseqgent sub-watershed growing
procedures were initiated at nodes 3, 2, and t, respeitivelyl
to define the entire watershed. These cells were uied be- 

-

cause they represent low points in the sub-watershed and in-
lets into the storm sewer iystem. All cells located by the
multiple search algorithm are flagged as watershed iells, All
other cells are given attributed values of zero to denote them
as non-watershed elements. At this point in development,



In order to establish the proper hydrological computa-
tion sequence, junction cells are then ranked according to
path density, (i.e., the number of traced paths)' as shown in
ihe bottom of Figure 5. Those junction cells having higher
values of the counter are ranked lower in the computational
sequence. Linked to each junction cell is a sequence of cells.
Thus, cell paths are ranked, not individual elements. By def-
inition, start cells have no upstream runoff contribution and
thus require no ranking within a sub-watershed,

The hydrologic model calling order in FiSure 5 shows
that no suiface flow path is analyzed until after the runoff
from all of its uphill constituent flow paths has been com-
puted. First, the runoff from start cells one through eight is
iomputed. The calling order then specifies that the runoff

ings were derived, conesponding to the four major sub-wa-
tersheds and nodes 7,2,3, and g shown in Plate 1. A second
series of tracings is subsequently performed, only now ac-
cording to the start cell groupings derived during the pre-
vious tracing. This second tracing is required to sort junction
cells by sub-watershed.

Actual ranking of each cell in each distinct sub-wa-
tershed is illustrated using Figure 5, which represents a sub-
watershed consisting of eight start cells and five junction
cells. Beginning with the start cells in each ranked sub-wa-
tershed, surface flow paths are traced until the sub-basin
node is reached as shown in steps 1 through B in Figure 5.
Each time a junction cell is reached, a counter is incre-
mented indicating the number of paths that have been traced
through it. This process is very similar to the concept of op-
timal path density as discussed by Berry (1987) and Tomlin
(1990). An optimal path is a route between two points that
maximizes or minimizes a certain function such as travel
time. A map of optimal path density identifies the number of
individual optimal paths from a set of dispersed termini to a
designated outlet. For example, in Step 2 of Figure 5, the
counter for junction cells A, B, D, and E is equal to two, as
two paths have been traced to the outlet. In Step 3, the
counter for junction cells B, D, and E is incremented to a
value of three, corresponding to a third tracing, while the
counter for cell A retains a value of 2.
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Figure 6, Computed versus actual discharge hydrographs
for rainfall event of 10 June 1963.

of model execution, cell coordinates are recalled in computa-
tional order and hydrologic parameters are withdrawn from
the rasterized street, slope, and impervious area data layers.

Results and Discussion
In order to evaluate the utility of the procedures, the hydro-
logic model was applied to the Gray Haven watershed-using
the automatically computed watershed boundaries, cell
slopes, and computational sequences' As the soils were pre-
dominantly a sandy loam, uniform infiltration parameters
were assigned to the entire watershed. Using these data, out-
flow hydrographs {plots of runoff discharge versus time)
were computed at the outlet of the storm sewer system at the
Parshall flume. These hydrographs represent the total wa-
tershed response to a rainfall event considering overland
flow, streeiflow, and storm sewer flow, These computed hy-
drographs were plotted against actual discharges measured at
the site. Rainfall-runoff data for storms occurring on 10 June
1963, 20 June 1963, and 14 August 1963 were taken from
Tucker (1969) and used for comparisons. Figures 6, 7, and B
present the computed and actual discharge hydrographs.

In addition, results from earlier studies (Smith, 1992;
Smith, 1993) were available in which an earlier version of
the hydrologic model was applied using Gray Haven data
sets that weie derived using traditional manual techniques.
In these studies, the flow directions and slopes were as-
signed and computed by hand using mylar -overlays and con-
tour maps. In addition, the discretization of the Gray Haven
watershed in these studies was somewhat different, using a
slightly larger cell size (40 ft versus 35 ft)' The larger cell

Step 2 Step 3

Step 4

Legend

) , D

tr Start Cell

- Junction Csll

fi and Numbsr of
Paths Traced
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Before Ranking After  Ranking
C  E  l l i n  0  O  r d  s  t
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Figure 5. lllustration of the procedure for ordering compu-
tational elements as applied to a sub-watershed of eight
start cells and five junction cells.
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methods. Combined with the results generated in the present
study, these earlier studies facilitate i general comparison
between two approa^ches to data set deiivation. Figures 6, Z,
and B also preselt the outlet hydrographs comput6d using
manually derived watershed paramEteis.

Gle9n a-nd Stephenson (1980j state that visual compari-
son of simulated and measured hydrographs provides a^
quick and often comprehensive *""rriof 

"rressing 
the accu-

racy o_f h-ydrologic model output. As seen in Figur6s 6, Z, and
B, both the manually and automatically derived data can be
used to accurately reproduce the shape of the actual dis-
charge trydrographs. In all three casei, the slopes of the man-
ual and a-ulomated hydrographs correspond to the slopes of
the actual hydrographs. The flat-top hydrographs in Figure 6
result trom a limitation in the hydrologic model. A signifi-
cant similarity is that both data versions have a matcf,ing
tendency to overpredict and underpredict the actual mea--
surements. For example, both approaches overpredict the
first four peak_s in Figure A andilen underpredict the fifth
peak-. This indicates that any differences between the hydro-
graphs are more likely due to the sliehtlv different versions
of the hydrologic model rather than Io the database deriva-
tion methods.

It can also be seen in Figures 6, 7, and B that the auto-
mated hydr-ograph-s initially tend to lead both the manually
derived and actual discharge hydrographs. Also, the auto--
mated procedure generally producei lower minimum values
between the peaks compared to the manual methodology.
These trends are most likely the result of using a smali6i
coefficient describing surface roughness in thJoverland flow
equations and the slightly different infiltration approach de-
scribed earlier.

.. Excellent correspondence exists among the peak times in
all events. Actual and computed peak time-s are iisted in Ta-
ble 2 and show that there ii no sfunificant difference be-
tween the hydrographs derived using manual and automated
data derivations methods. On occasion, the automated meth-
o.dology leads to slightly earlier peaks, as on peaks 3 and 4 of
the 14 August event. However, these differences are not hv-
drologically significant and are probably the result of the 

-

lower value of the surface 
"ougli.ress 

coefficient.
Marselek et o/. (1975) suggested using the integral square

error (ISE) as a further measure of goodness of fit between ac-
tual and computed discharge hydrographs. The rsn is com-
puted using Equation 1; that is,

TreLe 2. AcrueL Vensus Coupureo TIMES FoR Meton HvonocnepH pEcKs

Peak Time in Minutes

Computed Hydrograph

EveIrt Major Peak
Actual

Hydrograph
Manual Automated
Method Method [i,o - ,,t'f'

ISE : x  L00 t1 )
10 fun 63
20 fun 63

14 Aug 63

1
2
1

4 l
2 l
44
1 6

90
109

N

) (o')
i - 1

size was chosen on the basis of less accurate maps available
at the time of the earlier studies. An earlier versibn of the
hydrologic model was also used in these studies in which a
slightly different approach to computing infiltration was
used. While the discretization of tle walershed and hvdro-
logic model is slightly different, these earlier studies none-
theles-s represent the application of a distributed parameter
hydrologic model using data derived by traditionil manual
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where Q is the actual or observed hydrograph value at time
i, C, is the computed hydrograph ,rai.te af time j, and N is
the number of values. Smaller values of IsE suggest better
agreement between the actual and computed vllues of a vari-
able. The authors also suggest the ratings in Table 3 to aid in
the evaluation of hydrologic models or irethodologies.

For each of the three rainfall events, two ISE indices
were computed, The first represents the aRreement between
the actual hydrograph_and that computedlsing manually de-
rived data. The second ISE index refresents the agreement
between the actual hydrogr-aph and that computei using the
automated procedures. Table 4 presents the 6e values f5r
each storm and methodology.

Using the rsE as an index of goodness-of-fit, and the rat-
ings in Table 3, it can be seen that both data derivation
methods generate either excellent or very good results. More-
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Figure 7, Computed versus actual discharge hydrographs
for rainfall event of 20 June 1963.
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Figure 8. Computed versus actual discharge hydrographs
for rainfall event of 14 August 1963.
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Teau 3. Rarntcs or rxe lvreoml Squene Ennon (lSO hnER MnnsEuex Er
lt-., 1975)

maps, Given an accurate flow direction data set, accurate wa-
tershed delineation and cell ordering can be achieved.

The data sets derived using the automated procedures
were combined with a hydrologic model to simulate runoff
rates for three rainfall events. Predicted results were com-
pared to two other sets of results: actual measured runoff
rates and those generated in earlier studies using traditional
manual methods to develop databases. While slight differ-
ences in the hydrological model and in the watershed discre-
tization used in the earlier studies does not permit an
explicit statistical comparison of the manual and automated
methods, the results nonetheless can be used to indicate the
utility of the automated procedures.

Analysis of the runoff hydrographs computed using the
two approaches for data derivation indicates that the auto-
mated methods produce results that have excellent agree-
ment with results generated using manually derived data.
Excellent agreement was also achieved between actual runoff
measurements and hydrographs computed using the auto-
matically derived data sets. Thus, compared to traditional
manual methods, automated procedures potentially offer a
significant reduction in the time spent on database deriva-
tion while providing acceptable results for hydrologic model-
ing.

Further research needs to address the analysis of build-
ings and other obstructions to flow in urban areas. Further-
more, it was noticed that during the DEM processing runoff
can enter or leave the drainage area depending on local to-
pography and storm sewer inlet capture. Perhaps a wider re-
gional approach to urban hydrology might be developed
which simultaneously considers adjacent sewer-drained wa-
tersheds.
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